7 Most Interesting College
Admission Essay Prompts
College admission essays, also called personal statements, are a basic criterion for getting admission to
colleges. Students’ qualities and personalities are judged through admission essays. In these essays,
students are required to present their thoughts, creativity, or analysis on one of the given topics. To have
help regarding your admission essay, you can consult an essay writer. Experts are there to help students in
many ways.

There is a diverse range of subjects that prompt touch. Students should be aware of different prompts to
build their aptitude. In this write-up, we are going to highlight the 7 most interesting college admission
essay prompts. Each topic would be explained and I would elaborate on how to attempt it. It is suggested
that you pay attention to each point.

Which historical character do you follow in life? And why?

This prompt seems quite straightforward but it requires some depth and understanding of history. These
questions are asked to test your knowledge of history. It is better to choose a personality who had a
significant impact on the course of history. Your choice should not be controversial and myopic.

For instance, you cannot choose Machiavelli, John Adams, or Fidel Castro. Although they are famous
characters of history, they are also disliked by some segments of society. It is better to essay writing
service and choose a personality regarding whom there is a positive universal consensus. For instance, you
can choose George Washington, Thomas Jefferson, Einstein, Newton, Nelson Mandela, etc.

First of all, you provide a brief overview of your chosen personality and its role in history. Subsequently, you
elaborate on how that person is a guiding light in your life. You should be very precise and relevant in this
regard. There should be no room for repetition and ambiguity. When I was asked to essay writer, I chose
George Washington. My essay was well-received.

What are three things about America that make it the greatest nation in the world?

This prompt tests your knowledge of American society. I always advise students to be aware of American
society and its various aspects. If you do not have adequate knowledge of America, you cannot attempt
such prompts. In this prompt, you need to do some brainstorming. Just write down all the things that you
like about America. Then you compare those things to the rest of the world.

For instance, you can state that the US has a strong technological base. It has a lead over the whole world
when it comes to science and technology. In addition, you can say that America is the biggest economy in
the world. Its economy is so huge that other nations rely on it for their economic growth. America’s solid
reputation and power in the international community also make it the greatest nation in the world.

What is the biggest failure of your life? How do you deal with failures?

Through this prompt, they want to know if you are persistent and resilient in life. People go through many
failures in life. Not everyone can deal with failure properly and intelligently. Thus, you need to state the
failure first. It could be a sports match final that you lost, failed to perform well on the stage, failed to help a
friend in need, etc.

Subsequently, your way of dealing with that failure should signify the strength of your character,
persistence, and resilience. These are the qualities that make people great. This should be the essence of
your essay. Moreover, you are advised not to mention trivial and insignificant failures in life.

Describe a life experience that describes who you are.

This prompt is another test of your character. You should mention an experience in which you made full use
of your traits, skills, and abilities. You should spend less time detailing the experience and more on how you
dealt with it. Keep in mind the key traits and abilities of Dissertation Writing Services. Then highlight all of
those while describing the experience.

Give us a few reasons why you are the best fit for this college.

Before attempting this essay, you should have an idea about the college. You are required to align your
traits and abilities with the scope and features of the college. It is always a good idea to quote certain
essential features or personalities associated with the college. You should relate those features and
personalities to your passion and life goals. In other words, you are presenting yourself as someone who
deserves admission.

What advice did you give to someone facing the toughest time of life?

This topic judges your traits as a leader and mentor. First of all, you are required to present the tough
scenario that the person was going through. After that, you spell out your advice that took that person out
of adversity. Your advice should be practical, relevant, and sound.

How do you see the significance of ethics in life?

Your take on this prompt should portray a basic understanding of ethics. You can also give examples from
the past or present of highly ethical people. In addition, relevant quotes by philosophers or famous
personalities would add value to your essay. Always keep in mind that you should be rational and grounded
while attempting this essay.

In the end, it is suggested that you go through these prompts. You should also take a look at other prompts
to improve your understanding of different areas. However, consulting a reliable write my essay is a good
choice. Such platforms are quite helpful in terms of your admission essays.
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